NOTES:
1. REINFORCEMENT PBT UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, SHALL BE CONTINUOUS, AROUND CORNERS AND LOCATED AS SHOWN. CLEAR COVER 50 MN, LAPS, FABRICATIONS 300 MN, BARS 25 X 2 BAR DIAMETER MN.
2. SLOPE OF ENDWALL TO MATCH BATTERY SLOPE, MAXIMUM SLOPE 4 TO 1, MINIMUM SLOPE 6 TO 1.
3. CONCRETE SHALL BE NORMAL-CLASS N02 STANDARD STRENGTH GRADE OR HIGHER COMPLYING WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF AS 1379, EXPOSURE CLASSIFICATIONS UP TO INCLUDING B1.
4. EXPOSED EDGES SHALL HAVE 20 X 20 (MAX) BEVELS.
5. H. INTERNAL DIAMETER OF PIPE (OR HEIGHT OF BOX).
6. CONCRETE AGGREGATES SHALL COMPLY WITH TABLE 70.021 OF VEROADS STANDARD SPECIFICATION SECTION 701.
7. ENDWALLS SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF AS 3600.